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Abstract—Inactivated (whole-virion, split, subunit, and adjuvanted) vaccines and live attenuated vaccine were tested in parallel to compare their immunogenicity and protective efficacy. Homologous and heterosubtypic protection against the challenge with influenza H5N1 and H1N1 viruses in a mouse model were studied. Single immunization with live or inactivated
whole-virion H5N1 vaccine elicited a high level of serum antibodies and provided complete protection against the challenge
with the lethal A/Chicken/Kurgan/3/05 (H5N1) virus, whereas application of a single dose of the split vaccine was much
less effective. Adjuvants increased the antibody levels. Addition of the Iso-SANP adjuvant to the split vaccine led to a paradoxical outcome: it increased the antibody levels but reduced the protective effect of the vaccine. All tested adjuvants shifted the ratio between IgG1 and IgG2a antibodies. Immunization with any of the tested heterosubtypic live viruses provided
partial protection against the H5N1 challenge and significantly reduced mouse mortality, while inactivated H1N1 vaccine
offered no protection at all. More severe course of illness and earlier death were observed in mice after immunization with
adjuvanted subunit vaccines followed by the challenge with the heterosubtypic virus compared to challenged unvaccinated
animals.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297920050041
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INTRODUCTION
Vaccination is a primary method for the prophylactics of influenza infection. Influenza vaccination had prevented an estimated 4.4 million illnesses, 2.3 million
Abbreviations: Ca, cold-adapted; CE, embryonated chicken
egg; EID50, 50% infection dose in CE; HA, hemagglutinin;
HPAIV, highly pathogenic avian influenza virus; IIV, inactivated influenza vaccine; LAIV, live attenuated influenza vaccines;
LD50, 50% lethal dose; LPAIV, low pathogenic avian influenza
virus; NA, neuraminidase; SANP, spherical amorphous
nanoparticles consisting of birch bark triterpenoid mixture;
TCID50, 50% infection dose in tissue culture; TIV, trivalent
influenza vaccine; VAF, virus-containing allantoic fluid; VE,
vaccine efficacy; WIV, whole-virion inactivated vaccine.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

medical visits, 58,000 hospitalizations, and 3500 deaths
during the US 2018-2019 influenza season [1]. Vaccination reduces the risk of influenza illness by ~50%,
although its efficiency can significantly differ depending
on the season, epidemiological situation, age group, virus
type/subtype, and degree of antigenic match between the
vaccine and circulating viruses [2]. Many different types
of influenza vaccines are currently produced, including
whole-virion inactivated vaccines (WIVs), split vaccines,
and subunit vaccines contained hemagglutinin (HA) and
neuraminidase (NA) antigens only. These vaccines can be
supplemented with adjuvants. Another type of produced
vaccines is live attenuated vaccines (LAIVs) [3].
Whole-virion inactivated vaccines. Numerous studies
suggest that WIVs induce a more powerful immune
response than split and subunit vaccines. WIVs provide
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influenza-specific induction of CD8+ T cells and ensure
protection against lethal homosubtypic and heterosubtypic challenge in mice [4]. WIVs induce two waves of
antibody (Ab) response: early T cell-independent burst of
high-affinity memory B cells and late T cell-dependent
response. High-affinity Abs with an improved neutralizing activity are synthesized during the early response [5].
Split vaccines elicit the late T cell-dependent response
only.
WIVs provide a significant reduction in the peripheral blood leukocytes in mice, which is accompanied by a
rapid induction and massive production of interferon
(IFN)-α, whereas split and subunit vaccines prepared
from the same influenza virus strain do not elicit such
effect [6].
The limiting factor preventing wide application of
WIVs is a development of inflammatory reactions at the
site of vaccine administration. Nevertheless, monovalent
WIVs might perform best in a pandemic, when vaccine
production time is a key factor [7].
Split and subunit vaccines. Split and subunit vaccines
are more tolerated, but exhibit low vaccine efficacy (VE) [8].
Adjuvanted vaccines. One way to improve immune
response to a vaccine is to add adjuvants that facilitate
antigen delivery to the antigen-presenting cells [9].
MF59, AS03, and aluminum hydroxide (the most common adjuvants), enhance immune response and contribute to the production of higher Ab levels [8].
Safety and efficacy data from the clinical trials and
observational studies attest to the safety of MF59 and its
ability to enhance the efficacy of influenza vaccines in
children and elderly [10]. MF59 and AS03 successfully
stimulate production of more effective antibodies even
when used with a smaller dose of H5N1 vaccine [11]. In a
randomized trial in healthy elderly volunteers, MF59adjuvanted vaccine exhibited superior immunogenicity
compared with a conventional subunit vaccine. However,
vaccination-associated generalized myalgia was observed
in 8.1% and 0.9% patients, respectively [12]. Relative
efficacy, immunogenicity, and safety were the same for
the MF59-adjuvanted subunit influenza vaccine (aIIV4)
and US-licensed non-adjuvanted vaccine in the overall
children population; but the efficacy of aIIV4 was considerably higher compared to the non-adjuvanted vaccine in
the 6 to 23 months-old subgroup. The safety profiles were
similar, for both vaccines; however, a higher number of
adverse effects was reported for aIIV4 [13, 14].
Prime-boost-boost vaccination of ferrets with
recombinant hemagglutinin (HA) mixed with Addavax
(MF59-like adjuvant) elicited stronger Ab response with
a broader cross-reactivity than the actual influenza infection; this cross-reactive response likely correlated with
the increased content of the anti-stalk antibodies [15].
The effects of seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine
(TIV) and TIV/AS03-adjuvanted vaccine in elderly people were compared in an observer-blind study. The rela-

tive content of CD4+ T cells specific to the vaccine strains
was higher in the TIV/AS03 recipients than in TIV recipients [16].
The immunogenicity and safety of the aluminum
hydroxide-adjuvanted, whole-virion, prepandemic
A/H5N1 influenza vaccine (MG1109) were assessed in
[17]. Administration of two doses of MG1109 was highly
immunogenic and well tolerated in adults. The disadvantage of the aluminum-based adjuvant, especially when it
used with a subunit vaccine, is a poor cellular immune
response, since aluminum only induces the Th2-type
response [18].
G3, a new saponin-based adjuvant formulated with a
diterpenoid from steviol glycosides, induced anamnestic
virus-specific CD8+ T cells, which ensured broader protection against antigenically different influenza viruses
[19]. The ability of G3 to induce Th1 and Th2 cell
responses in mice immunized with a split influenza vaccine was evaluated in comparison with Al(OH)3. It was
found that G3 increased both IgG1 and IgG2a levels,
whereas Al(OH)3 suppressed IgG2a production, thus
indicating a strong ability of G3 to induce both cellular
and humoral immune responses [20].
The CAF01 adjuvant, with induces both CD4+
T-cellular and Ab responses, was investigated in ferrets
for the cross-protective efficacy with a heterologous split
vaccine. CAF01-adjuvanted vaccine elicited protection
after heterologous challenge despite the absence of specific antibodies. The immunity induced by TIV+CAF01
reduced virus shedding and systemic disease symptoms,
but not local inflammation in the nasal cavity [21].
A combination glucopyranosyl lipid (TLR4 agonist)
adjuvant formulated as a stable oil-in-water emulsion
(GLA-SE), with a split influenza vaccine boosted the
IgG2c/IgG1 ratio, increased hemagglutination inhibition
titers, and promoted protection in aged mice [22].
The CpG adjuvant suppressed induction and expansion of antigen-specific Treg cells, thus attenuating the
immunity against the influenza virus. CpG-adjuvanted
peptide vaccines provided protection against heterosubtypic influenza viruses presumably by inhibiting Treg
development and enhancing T cell immunity [23].
A combination of human pulmonary surfactant containing carboxy vinyl polymer as a viscosity improver
(SF-10) and influenza HA vaccine (HAv) induced the
HA-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes and upregulated
granzyme B expression in splenic CD8+ T cells exhibiting
high cytotoxicity against HA-expressing target cells. The
T cell-mediated cytotoxicity induced by HAv-SF-10 in
the lungs during the early phase of influenza virus infection was higher than that induced by HAv alone [24].
Synthetic hemozoin (protein byproduct of malaria
infection) was tested as an adjuvant for a WIV in a mouse
model. Hemozoin improved the immunogenicity of inactivated influenza viruses and was proved to be a promising
adjuvant for WIV [25].
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Polyoxidonium and sovidon adjuvants are used in the
Grippol and Sovigripp vaccines in Russia. Grippol
accounts for ~60% of the Russian market for influenza
vaccines, but no large-scale trials of Grippol and
Sovigripp have been conducted so far [26].
Live vaccines. LAIVs are constructed by the reverse
genetics methods or reassortment using the HA and NA
genes from epidemic strains and six remaining genome
segments from attenuated cold-adapted (Ca) master
donor strains [A/Ann Arbor/6/60 (H2N2) and
A/Leningrad/134/17/57 (H2N2) in the USA and Russia,
respectively].
LIAV FluMist was approved for use in the United
States in 2003. This vaccine is administered intranasally
and offers an advantage of immunity stimulation at the
site of infection in the upper respiratory tract. By mimicking natural infection, it has a potential to elicit a multifaceted immune response [27].
Numerous studies have proven the safety and efficacy of LAIVs, especially in young children [28-40]. LAIVs
have a lower chance of inducing severe adverse side effects
(Guillain-Barre syndrome and paralysis) than TIVs [41].
In children aged 6 months to 7 years, LAIVs are superior
to placebo and TIVs [34, 36, 42].
The safety of LAIVs has been shown not only in the
cohort, for which they are mostly recommended (2- to 7year-old children), but also in 6-24-month-old children
and children with mild forms of asthma or prior wheezing
[43]. LAIVs also demonstrated a low risk of systemic
allergic reactions in young people with egg allergy [44].
LAIVs are well tolerated in patients with well controlled
asthma or recurrent wheeze LAIVs used in asthma were
not associated with an increased risk of adverse respiratory effects that required medical attention [45, 46].
TIVs elicit higher geometric mean antibody titers
than LAIVs, whereas LAIVs induce stronger T-cell
response, especially against hypervariable HA regions
[47]. The advantage of live vaccines is that they mainly
induce development of virus-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells that provide a broader immune response; therefore,
LAIVs are less sensitive to the antigenic match between
the vaccine and circulating viruses [48]. It was found that
LAIV elicited a significant increase in naive, memory, and
transitional B cells on day 30 after vaccination, whereas
TIV elicited an increased number of plasmablasts on day
7, which suggested that LAIV and TIV induced different
B-cell responses in vaccinated children [49].
LAIV showed significant protection against mismatched influenza strains in 6 to 36-month-old children
[50]. Induction of heterosubtypic cross-protection indicates the possibility of LAIV application as a universal
influenza vaccine for the prime-boost vaccination in the
case of a new pandemic [51].
Although LAIVs are highly efficacious in young children, they are less efficacious than TIVs in adults. A
nation-wide cohort study in Finland during the 2015BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 5 2020
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2016 season revealed that TIV provided more efficient
protection than LAIV [52]. During the 2004-2005 season,
in which most circulating viruses were dissimilar to those
included in the vaccine, the inactivated vaccine was efficacious in preventing laboratory-confirmed symptomatic
influenza illnesses in healthy adults; LAIV also prevented
influenza but with less efficiency [53, 54].
Although all types of vaccines have proven their safety
and efficacy in research studies, the results of randomized
controlled blind trials are sometimes not so impressive.
Analysis of the Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews revealed that inactivated influenza vaccines
reduce influenza in healthy adults from 2.3% (without
vaccination) to 0.9%. Vaccinations also reduced influenza-like illness (ILI), but to the varied extent. No unequivocal evidence for the reduction in the number of hospitalizations and time off work has been obtained.
Protection against influenza and ILI in mothers and newborns was less pronounced than in other populations. At
the same time, vaccination was often associated with negative side effects [2].
Immunization with inactivated influenza vaccine
(IIV) in children with pre-existing medical conditions did
not reduce respiratory illness episodes during the influenza season [55].
Vaccination with TIV sometimes results in paradoxical effects. The efficacy of the vaccine against A(H3N2)
was –3% during the 2014-2015 influenza season [56].
Previous season vaccination usually provides residual
protection, yet sometimes decreases current vaccine efficacy [57]. During the 2015-2016 season, the vaccine efficacy in preventing A(H1N1) pdm09 infection was low,
especially for persons vaccinated in the previous season
[58]. The negative interference between previous and current vaccinations against A(H3N2) virus was reported by
Gherasim et al. [59] and Rondy et al. [60].
The best effect of vaccination was observed during the
1968-1969 pandemic: the monovalent whole-virion vaccine matching the circulating virus had a VE of 66-93% [7].
Pandemics are extremely dangerous to human life
and health. Efficient protection against new pandemics
might be more important than protection during the periods between them. The optimal mitigation strategy was
determined using the age-specific compartmental model.
It was found that if the vaccine stockpile is limited at the
start of the influenza pandemic, the vaccination campaign should start early in order to delay the arrival of a
large wave of infections and to slow down its growth. The
most efficient strategy would be to use seasonal LAIV and
to target the group of 5- to 19-year-old [61].
In this study, we used a mouse model to test different
types of influenza vaccines, such as WVI, split vaccine,
and subunit IIV, vaccines with different adjuvants, and
LAIV and to study homologous and heterosubtypic protection against the challenge with the H1N1 and H5N1
influenza viruses.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viruses used in this study are listed in Table 1.
Low-pathogenic avian influenza viruses A/duck/
Moscow/4203/2010 (H3N8), A/duck/Moscow/3735/
2009 (H4N6), A/duck/Moscow/4182/2010 (H5N3), and
A/duck/Moscow/4031/2010 (H6N2) were isolated from
wild mallard feces as described previously [62, 63].
The vaccine strain A/Vietnam/1203/04-PR8/CDCRG (rVN-PR) was a reassortant containing the NA and
modified HA genes from A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1)
and remaining genes from the vaccine strain A/Puerto
Rico/8/34 (PR8). This vaccine was constructed at the
Influenza Department of the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC, Atlanta, USA) and was kindly
provided by Dr. R. Donis. Cold-adapted (Ca)
А/Leningrad/134/17/57 (H2N2) strain and А/New
Caledonia-Leningrad/134/17/57 (NC-Len) reassortant
were kindly provided by Dr. Rudenko (Research Institute
of Experimental Medicine, RAMS, St.-Petersburg,
Russia). Ca reassortant А/Vietnam-Leningrad/134/17/57
(VN-Len) was generated by classical reassortment using
A/Leningrad/134/17/57 donor strain as previously
described [64]. Human virus A/Nib/26/90M (H3N2)
(not adapted to CE) was kindly provided by Dr. James
Robertson (National Institute for Biological Standards
and Control, United Kingdom). Pandemic strain
A/Hamburg/5/2009 (H1N1) was kindly provided by Dr.
Matrosovich (Institute of Virology, Philipps University,
Marburg, Germany). Mouse-adapted A/Hamburg/5/
2009-МА strain was obtained via seven consecutive passages in mouse lungs and differed from the original virus
by the HA-Asp225Gly and HA-Lys123Asn substitutions
[65].

Highly pathogenic avian influenza virus (HPAIV)
A/Chicken/Kurgan/3/05 (Ku/05) was kindly provided by
Dr. S. S. Yamnikova (Gamaleya National Research
Center for Epidemiology and Microbiology, Moscow,
Russia). All studies with Ku/05 were conducted in a BSL-3
containment facility at the Federal Research Center for
Virology and Microbiology, 601125 Volginsky, Vladimir
Region, Russia.
Propagation of viruses. Ten-day-old embryonated
chicken eggs (CEs) were inoculated with 102 viral infection units (50% infection dose in CE, EID50) and incubated at 32°C (Ca strains) or 36°C (other viruses).
Allantoic fluid was harvested 96 or 48 h post infection,
respectively. The viral titer in the allantoic fluid (VAF)
was determined with the HA assay [26]; VAF infectivity
was assessed by titration in CEs and expressed in EID50.
Samples for immunization. WIVs, split vaccines with
and without adjuvants, subunit vaccines with polyoxidonium, and live vaccines were used for immunization
(Table 2). The GrippolR plus vaccine (Petrovax, Russia)
contained viral surface antigens from the H1N1
A/California7/2009/, H3N2 A/Victoria 210/208 NYMC
X-187, and V/Brisben/60/2008 viruses (5 µg of HA from
each virus) and 0.5 mg of polyoxidonium in a single
human dose. All vaccines were stored at the recommended temperatures.
The adjuvants were aluminum hydroxide (Serva,
German), copolymer of N-oxy-1,4-ethylene piperazine
and (N-carboxy)-1,4-ethylene piperazine bromide (polyoxidonium), and copolymer of N-vinylpyrrolidone and
2-methyl-5-vinylpyridine (sovidon) (NPO Petrovax
Farm, Russia). Positively charged nanoparticles composed of glycosphingolipid, miramistin, and dihydroquercetin (GMD), negatively charged spherical amor-

Table 1. Influenza A viruses used in the study
Virus

Subtype

Design

H5N1

rVN-PR

vaccine strain

A/Puerto Rico/8/34

H1N1

PR8

vaccine strain

А/Leningrad/134/17/57

H2N2

Len

Ca master donor strains

А/New Caledonia-Leningrad/134/17/57

H1N1

NC-Len

Ca vaccine strain

Vietnam/1203/04-Leningrad/134/17/57

H5N2

VN-Len

Ca reassortant 1/7*

A/Nib/26/90-M

H3N2

H3N2 Hu

А/duck/Moscow/4203/2010

H3N8

H3 Avi

LPAIV

А/duck/Moscow/4238/2010

H4N6

H4 Avi

LPAIV

А/duck/Moscow/4182/2010

H5N2

H5 Avi

LPAIV

А/duck/Moscow/4031/2010

H6N2

H6 Avi

LPAIV

А/Chicken/Kurgan/3/05

H5N1

Ku/05

HPAIV

A/Hamburg/5/2009-МА

H1N1

H1N1 pdm09

A/Vietnam/1203/2004-PR8/CDC-RG

Notes

human influenza virus

pandemic strain, mouse-adapted

* HA H5 gene and 7 genome segments from the donor strain.
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Table 2. Vaccine formulations used in this work
Vaccine compositions

Subtype

Design

Dose µg
HA/mouse

Adjuvant
µg/mouse

Whole inactivated rVN-PR

H5N1

H5 whole

2

−

Whole inactivated PR8/34

H1N1

H1N1 whole

2

−

Split virus rVN-PR

H5N1

H5 Split

2

−

H5 Split + Al(OH)3

H5N1

Split + Al(OH)3

2

50

H5 Split + polyoxidonium

H5N1

Split + polyoxidonium

2

50

H5 Split + sovidon

H5N1

Split + sovidon

2

50

H5 Split +GDM

H5N1

Split + GDM

2

50

H5 Split + SANP

H5N1

Split + SANP

2

50

H5 Split + Iso-SANP

H5N1

Split + Iso-SANP

2

50

Grippol
Subunit with polyoxidonium

H1N1
H3N2
В

Grippol 2011

1
1
1

100

HA and NA of А/NIB/26/90
Subunit with polyoxidonium

H3N2

2

100

−

−

Control (placebo)

phous nanoparticles (SANP) containing birch bark triterpenoids, and SANP with addition of isopropyl palmitate
(Iso-SANP) were produced as described in [66].
Immunization of mice with inactivated vaccines. Six
weak-old BALB/c mice (Stolbovaya FSBSI, Russian
FMBA) were inoculated intramuscularly with inactivated
vaccines or placebo (PBS). The mice were weighed daily;
serum samples for Ab titration were taken on days 11, 18,
and 30 post immunization.
Infection of mice with live influenza viruses. Mice
were anesthetized with ether and inoculated intranasally
with 50 µl of VAF (infection dose, ~107 EID50 per
mouse).
Blood samples for Ab assay. The tail tip was cut off;
the blood was collected and mixed at a 1/2 ratio with PBS
containing with 0.01 M sodium citrate and 25 IU/ml
heparin. The samples were centrifuged; 10% suspension
of kaolin was added to the supernatant (1/10 of the supernatant volume). The mixture was incubated for 5 h with
periodical shaking. Then, the samples were centrifuged
and stored frozen. The concentration of serum in the
resulting preparation was 1/5 of the total volume.
Anti-influenza virus Abs to the in the mouse serum
were identified by ELISA. VAF containing 64 hemagglutinating units of the virus of a corresponding subtype was
added to the plate wells Nunc, MaxiSorp (SigmaAldrich, USA) sensitized with fetuin and incubated
overnight at 4°C. Next, the plates were washed and
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 5 2020

blocked with 0.2% BSA solution in PBS for 1 h. The
blocking solution was removed, and 100 µl of buffer
(0.1% Tween-20, 0.2% BSA in PBS) containing different
dilutions of the serum (staring from 1 : 20 dilution) was
added to each well. The wells without the virus served as a
negative control. After incubation for 4 h at 4°C, the
plates were washed, and peroxidase-labeled antibodies
against mouse IgG1 and IgG2a (Serotec, Germany) were
added. The color reaction was performed with orthophenylenediamine [64].
Aerosol challenge was performed on day 30 postimmunization. All mice were infected using an in-house
constructed apparatus for the whole-body aerosol exposure as described in [68]. The apparatus consisted of a
transparent plastic chamber connected to a Musson-1
ultrasound inhaler (Rotor, Altai, Russia) that generated
virus aerosol (particle size, 1-5 µm). The aerosol entered
the chamber through an inlet in the upper lid and was
pumped out through an outlet in the chamber bottom,
which was connected via HEPA filter to a peristaltic
pump operating at 0.5 liter per minute. The mice were
exposed to the aerosol containing ~105-106 EID50 of the
virus per liter for 10 min. The dosage of the
A/Chicken/Kurgan/3/05 virus was ~103 EID50 per mouse
(~100 LD50). The dosage of the mouse-adapted
A/Hamburg/5/2009-МА virus was ~104 EID50 per
mouse, which was lower than LD50. On day 4 post challenge, the lungs of 3 mice from each group were surgical-
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ly removed, and viral titers were determined using
MDCK cell cultures as described below. Mouse survival
and body weight were monitored daily following the challenge.
Virus titer in the mouse lungs. Mouse lungs were
homogenized with glass beads under sterile conditions;
1 ml of PBS with gentamicin (0.1 mg/ml) was added. The
resulting suspension was centrifuged, and the supernatant
was collected. MDCK cells grown in 96 well panels were
washed, and 200 µl of fresh medium (Eagle-MEM with
the addition of 0.1% L-glutamine 1 mg/ml gentamicin
and 5 mg/ml BSA) was added to the wells. Serial dilutions
of lung extracts were prepared by adding 50 µl of the lung
extract to the well and then transferring 50 µl of the solution from well to well (8 wells altogether). After incubation for 16 h, 20 µl of glutaraldehyde solution was added
to the wells to a final concentration of 0.02%; the plates
were incubated 30 minutes; the medium was then discarded, and the wells were washed. Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated fetuin (50 µl) in PBS containing 0.01%
Tween-20, 1 mg/ml BSA, and 1 µM NA inhibitor
oseltamivir phosphate was added to each well. After incubation for 60 min at 4°C, the plates were washed and 3amino-9-ethylcoarbazole solution with hydrogen peroxide was added to the wells for 30 minutes. Virus-infected
cells (stained red) were counted using an inverted BIOLAM P-1 microscope (LOMO, Russia).
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using the log-rank test.

RESULTS
Comparison of live, whole-virion, and split vaccines
with and without adjuvants. The VE of experimental vac-

cines was estimated by challenging immunized mice with
the influenza virus. Groups of mice were inoculated
intranasally with live vaccines and intramuscularly with
inactivated vaccines and placebo. The H5N1 WIV, split
vaccine, and split vaccine with the adjuvants were compared with the live H5N1 vaccine. Aluminum hydroxide,
polyoxidonium, and sovidon (standard adjuvants), as well
as experimental preparations GMD, SANP, and IsoSANP, were used as adjuvants.
Inactivated vaccines and cold-adapted reassortants
VN-Len and NC-Len were well tolerated. The weight loss
and the survival in these groups were almost the same as
in the placebo group (data not shown).
WIV and live vaccine provided the maximum
increase in the Ab content and almost 100% protection
against subsequent challenge with highly pathogenic
H5N1 virus. The split vaccine provided lesser increase in
the Ab content and 50% protection. Addition of adjuvants
to the split vaccine led to very different outcomes. Three
adjuvants (aluminum hydroxide, polyoxidonium, and
SANP) caused a rise in the Ab levels and increased vaccine protectivity. Sovidon insignificantly affected the Ab
level of antibodies and slightly increased the survival of
mice. GMD slightly affected the Ab level and reduced the
survival of mice. Iso-SANP increased the Ab levels but
dramatically reduced the protective effect of the split vaccine (p < 0.05). Even the efficient adjuvants (aluminum
hydroxide, polyoxidonium, and SANP) failed to improve
the quality of the split vaccine to the levels of the wholevirion vaccine and, especially, live vaccine (Table 3).
Some of the tested adjuvants that did not cause visible negative effects in mice after immunization and
increased the Ab levels, but, nevertheless, reduced the
survival of mice after the challenge. To better understand
this phenomenon, we studied accumulation of IgG1 and

Table 3. Effect of adjuvants on the immunogenicity and protectivity of H5N1 split vaccine
Inactivated vaccine

Antibody titer*

Protectivity**

Protectivity (%)

Virus titer in the lungs***

Split

352

26/59

44

4.0 ± 0.5

Split +AlОН3

1215

29/38

76

3.0 ± 0.7

Split + polyoxidonium

473

30/40

75

3.0 ± 0.5

Split + sovidon

387

25/40

63

3.0 ± 0.8

Split +GDM

342

10/40

25

6±1

Split + SANP

1031

31/39

79

3.0 ± 0.7

Split + Iso-SANP

619

0/40

0

6±1

whole

1966

59/60

98

2

Live (VN-Len)

6514

79/80

99

2

Placebo

<20

0/200

0

6±1

Notes: Data from several experiments.
* Anti-H5N1 Abs, geometrical mean of titer (ELISA).
** Survival of infected mice on day 14 post challenge.
*** Log of TCID50 value.
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Fig. 1. Post vaccination levels of IgG1and IgG2a against H5N1 in the sera of mice vaccinated with split, split + adjuvants, whole-virion, and
live H5 vaccines. Each pair of columns in the chart shows Ab levels in an individual mouse.

IgG2a, which reflects the levels of the humoral and cellular immune responses, respectively.
The levels of IgG1 and IgG2a in mice after vaccination with the split, split + adjuvants, whole-virion, and
live vaccines are shown in Fig.1.
The tested vaccines differed in the ability to increase
the Ab levels, the ratio of IgG1 to IgG2a, and the spread
in the Ab levels between individual animals. The highest
content of Abs was observed after vaccination with the
live vaccine. WIV also induced high and steady Ab levels
with a desired IgG1/IgG2a ratio. The split vaccine
induced low but reliable increase in the content of both
IgG1 and IgG2a in all mice. Aluminum hydroxide significantly increased the level of IgG1 antibodies (i.e., promoted humoral immune response), but the IgG2a levels
in some mice dropped significantly. The difference in the
IgG2a content in the mice of this group was more than 50
times. In other words, immunization with the split +
Al(ОН)3 vaccine suppressed cell-mediated immunity in
these mice. Polyoxidonium increased the level of IgG2a,
but dramatically reduced the level of IgG1 in some mice,
indicating a weakening of humoral response. Low levels
of IgG1 were detected in some mice inoculated with the
split + sovidon combination.
Both split and live vaccines increased the levels of
IgG1 and IgG2a for up to 30 days after immunization
(Table 4). AlОН3, polyoxidonium, and SANP, which
improved the quality of the subunit vaccine, provided a
higher increase in the IgG1 and IgG2a levels compared to
the split vaccine without adjuvants; the high level of antibodies persisted for up to 30 days. At the same time, IsoSANP increased the level of IgG2a up to day 11, but no
further growth in the Ab content occurred, and by day 30,
the Ab levels were lower than after vaccination with the
split vaccine, which explained lower survival levels of
mice vaccinated with the split + Iso-SANP vaccine vs.
split vaccine only. Interestingly, mice in the split + IsoBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 5 2020

SANP group died earlier than non-vaccinated mice with
the zero level of anti-H5N1 Abs, which suggested serious
impairments of the body defense systems.
Effect of different types of vaccines after heterosubtypic immunization. To study the effects of nonspecific
immunization, we conducted a series of experiments in
which the mice were vaccinated with the influenza virus
of one subtype and then challenged with the viruses of
another subtype. We were primarily interested in how
infection with the low-pathogenic influenza virus crossprotects against the following infection with a highly virulent virus. The mice were infected with the Ca H1N1
and H2N2 viruses, human A/Nib/26/90M (H3N2) virus,
and wild duck LPAIVs with the H3, H4, H5, and H6 HAs.
No signs of disease were observed after infection with
these viruses. Twenty day later, the mice were challenged
with HPAIV A/chicken/Kurgan/3/2005 (H5N1).
Figure 2 shows the survival of infected and control
mice after the viral challenge. All control mice died by
day 8, whereas 40-95% mice preliminarily infected with
the nonspecific viruses survived. Therefore, asymptomatic infection with heterosubtypic influenza viruses
protected against subsequent challenge with a lethal dose
of highly pathogenic virus.
To compare live and inactivated vaccines for the ability to provide cross-protection, we immunized mice with
H5 and H1 vaccines and then challenged them with
HPAIV A/chicken/Kurgan/3/2005 (Fig.3).
Mice vaccinated with live attenuated H5N2 virus
continued to gain weight after the challenge and have
shown no signs of the disease. Some mice vaccinated with
the inactivated whole H5N1 virus were depressed and lost
appetite, which resulted in a slight weight drop on days
4-7. All mice in these two groups survived. In the group
vaccinated with the H5N1 split vaccine, 50% mice died.
Survived mice began to gain weight after day 10. All mice
immunized with inactivated H1N1 virus PR8, as well as
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Table 4. Post vaccination levels of IgG1and IgG2a against H5N1 in the mouse sera and post-challenge survival of mice
Post-vaccination antibody titers*
Vaccines

Post-challenge survival**

Antibody
day 11

day 18

day 30

day 7

day 8

day 9

Split

IgG1
IgG2a

37
126

192
640

203
672

80

50

40

Split +AlОН3

IgG1
IgG2a

197
146

2543
524

4121
637

100

80

70

Split + polyoxidonium

IgG1
IgG2a

51
138

142
670

221
715

95

75

60

Split + sovidon

IgG1
IgG2a

52
156

193
450

197
430

80

55

50

Split + SANP

IgG1
IgG2a

139
304

640
658

664
672

95

85

80

Split+Iso-SANP

IgG1
IgG2a

26
238

42
182

47
154

5

0

0

Whole

IgG1
IgG2a

322
4321

354
4538

490
4216

100

95

95

Live VN-Len

IgG1
IgG2a

721
1532

1583
3241

2534
10,675

100

100

100

Placebo

IgG1
IgG2a

<20
<20

<20
<20

<20
<20

40

10

0

Notes: Each group contained 20 mice. The difference between the placebo group and the split + Iso-SANP group is statistically significant
( p < 0.05, log-rank test).
* Anti-H5N1 Abs on days 11, 18, and 30 post vaccination, geometrical mean of ELISA titer.
** % Survival on days 7, 8, and 9 post challenge with H5N1 virus.

the control (nonvaccinated) mice, have died. Mice vaccinated with live Ca H1N1 vaccine A/New CaledoniaLeningrad/134/17/57 demonstrated rapid weight loss
during the first post-challenge days. Starting day 8, they
began to gain weight and recovered; 90-95% of these mice
survived. These data demonstrate a fundamental difference between live and inactivated vaccines after heterosubtypic immunization. Inactivated vaccines have no
apparent efficacy in this case, while LAIV conferred
almost complete cross-protection.
To examine the effect of the current standard vaccines on the disease outcome in the event of a new pandemic virus, we vaccinated mice with the GrippolR plus
subunit seasonal vaccine containing surface antigens of
the H1N1 (A/California 7/2009), H3N2 (A/Victoria/
210/208 NYMC X-187), and B/Brisben/60/2008 viruses
and 0.5 mg polyoxidonium in a single humans dose.
Twenty days post vaccination, the mice were challenged
with the H5N1 HP virus. Mice vaccinated with the H5N1
split vaccine and intact mice were used for comparison.
Post-challenge survival curves are shown in Fig. 4.
In agreement with our previous findings, single vaccination with the virus-specific split vaccine provided

40% survival rate, while all control mice have died by
day 9. All mice immunized with the non-specific Grippol
vaccine have also died; moreover, they started to die one
day before the control mice.
Similar results were obtained by immunization of
mice with the surface antigens of the H3N2 A/NIB/
26/90 virus with polyoxidonium (2 µg HA + 100 µg polyoxidonium per mouse) followed by the challenge with the
mouse-adapted pandemic H1N1 virus. The virulence of
the A/Hamburg/5/2009 (H1N1) virus was increased by 7
passages through the mouse lungs, resulting in the HAAsp225Gly and HA-Lys123Asn substitutions. This virus
caused a well manifested disease in the control mice, with
the maximum weight loss by days 5-7 post infection, after
which the mice started to gain weight and usually recovered by day 10.
Figure 5 shows individual weight curves for each of
the vaccinated and control mice after the challenge. It is
evident that the weight loss was more significant in the
vaccinated mice; these mice also started to recover on
average two days later than the control mice. It is possible
that previous heterosubtypic vaccination depleted the
immune system and slowed down the formation of proBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 5 2020
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2) heterosubtypic vaccination with the WIV provided
no protection against subsequent challenge with the
H5N1 virus;
3) heterosubtypic subunit vaccine with polyoxidonium made mice more susceptible to subsequent infection with the H5N1 and H1N1 viruses.

Fig. 2. Survival of control mice and mice preliminarily infected
with heterosubtypic influenza viruses after the challenge with the
A/chicken/Kurgan/3/2005 (H5N1) virus (results of typical
experiment). Viruses used for infection were Ca vaccine strain
A/New Caledonia-Leningrad/134/17/57 (H1N1 Hu), Ca
A/Leningrad/134/17/57 virus (H2N2 Hu), and human and wild
duck viruses (Table 1). The number of mice in a group is shown in
parentheses. (Colored versions of Figs. 2 and 3 are available in electronic version of the article on the site http://sciencejournals.ru/
journal/biokhsm/)

Fig. 4. Survival of mice immunized with heterosubtypic subunit
adjuvanted vaccine and challenged with A/chicken/Kurgan/3/
2005 virus (H5N1) (results of typical experiment). The composition of the GrippolR plus and split H5 vaccines is described in
Materials and Methods and in Table 2. The differences between
the groups were statistically significant (p = 0.09; log-rank test).

Fig 3. Weight dynamics and survival of mice immunized with specific or heterosubtypic vaccines and challenged with HPAI H5N1
virus A/Chicken/Kurgan/3/05 (result of typical experiment).
Vaccines used were split H5N1, whole-virion H5N1, live H5N2
(Ca strain VN-Len), whole-virion inactivated H1N1 (strain
A/Puerto Rico/8/34), and live H1N1 Ca А/New CaledoniaLeningrad/134/17/57. Each experimental group contained 20
mice. The numbers on the curves indicate % survived mice.

tective Abs, resulting in the increased mortality rate and
slower recovery.
Conclusions:
1) heterosubtypic vaccination with the live vaccine
did not prevent disease development after subsequent
infection with the H5N1 virus but promoted healing and
almost completely prevented death in mice;
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 5 2020

Fig. 5. Weight dynamics in mice immunized with the H3N2 subunit vaccine with polyoxidonium (see Table 2 for the vaccine
composition) and challenged with the pandemic A/Hamburg/5/
2009-МА (H1N1) virus (results of typical experiment). Black and
gray curves, unimmunized and immunized mice, respectively.
The difference between the groups was statistically significant (р =
0.03, log-rank test).
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DISCUSSION

The strategy for influenza vaccination continues to
be a widely debated subject. Thus, it had been believed in
the last century that only persons in risk groups should be
vaccinated.
In 2003, World Health Assembly recommended to
increase vaccine coverage against influenza in order to provide protection of at least 50% of elderly population by 2006
(http://www.who.int/immunization/sage/1_WHA56_19_).
In 2005, due to concerns about the H5N1 pandemic, the Second Joint WHO/European Commission recommended the review of policies on seasonal influenza
vaccination with the purpose to increase seasonal vaccine
usage, thereby promoting increase in the global production capacity of influenza vaccines [69].
In 2012, WHO Strategic Advisory Group of Experts
recommended to assign pregnant women to the risk
groups requiring seasonal immunization with inactivated
influenza vaccine. Other risk groups were healthcare
workers, children 6- to 59-month-old, elderly, and those
with the high-risk health conditions (www.who.int/wer/
2012/wer8721.pdf).
In 2017, the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention recommended that “everyone 6 months of age
and older, including pregnant women and people with
certain health conditions, should get a flu vaccine every
season, with rare exception” (https://www.cdc.gov/
features/fluhighrisk/index.html).
Such recommendations may cause skepticism, given
a moderate efficacy of vaccination in the interpandemic
periods and the risk of adverse side effects [2]. Moreover,
annual vaccination can lead to negative interference
between the previous and current vaccinations [59, 60].
In some countries, schoolchildren are immunized
against influenza annually [70]. However, this practice
may be a matter of concern. Although annual vaccines are
effective against seasonal influenza, they could make people more vulnerable to novel pandemics [71]. As noted by
Bodewes et al. [72], “an age-dependent increase of the
influenza virus-specific CD8+ T cell response was
observed in unvaccinated healthy control children and
was absent in vaccinated children. Influenza vaccination
is effective against seasonal influenza but hampers the
development of virus-specific CD8+ T cell responses”.
It has been shown that “influenza A virus-specific
cytotoxic T lymphocytes recognize epitopes located in the
relatively conserved proteins like the nucleoprotein and
that they cross-react with various subtypes of influenza A
viruses. This implies that these CD8+ T lymphocytes may
contribute to protective heterosubtypic immunity induced
by an accidental influenza A virus infections” [73].
Repeated vaccinations with inactivated subunit vaccines prevent natural immunization with circulating
influenza viruses. Antibodies are produced only to the

surface proteins; therefore, they do not provide any crossprotection against new strains. Such repeatedly vaccinated
children are particularly vulnerable in the case of pandemic.
Inactivated vaccines are inefficient against heterosubtypic infection [73, 74]. Thus, the 2009-2010 seasonal
inactivated vaccine did not provide protection against the
pandemic virus [75]. At the same time, cross-protection
with live influenza vaccines has been shown [73, 76-80].
In accordance with the above works, our study
demonstrated that the immunity induced by a live virus
not only prevents infection with closely related viruses,
but also ensures partial protection against antigenically
distant influenza viruses. Comparison of the ability of
various types of vaccines to cross-protect showed that
prior infection with any non-pathogenic influenza virus
(Ca vaccine, low-pathogenic human virus, or virus of
wild birds) provides protection against challenge with a
heterosubtypic virus, while immunization with inactivated vaccines is inefficient in these cases.
In the pilot study with various adjuvants, we found
that mice vaccinated with the split vaccine with IsoSANP died before unvaccinated mice. Some of the adjuvants, which were safe for mice and elevated the Ab level
post vaccination, negatively affected mouse survival after
the viral challenge.
Despite this, the effectiveness of adjuvants is often be
determined only by measuring the immune response,
without checking the protective effect [81].
Despite that commonly adjuvants, such as polyoxidonium and aluminum hydroxide, enhance parameters of
immune response on average, they alter the IgG1/IgG2
balance and increase the difference between Ab levels in
the immunized animals, which results in the suppression
of either cellular of humoral immunity in some of the animals. Such variations in the Ab levels and dramatic shift
in the IgG1/IgG2 ratio cause concern, since they suggest
that although adjuvants increase the vaccine efficacy, they
may be harmful in specific cases.
Only few immune system failures can go undetected
in human trials. This dictates an extreme caution when
using adjuvanted vaccines. Although a vaccine can be
found suitable for practical application, it may cause
complications in individual patients during widespread
immunization.
The strategy of influenza vaccination must take into
account not only protection from the current epidemic
strains, but also a possible risk of a new pandemic. In the
latter case, persons vaccinated with live vaccines would be
partially protected, while individuals immunized with
adjuvanted vaccines will be even at a higher risk than
unvaccinated individuals.
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